FROM CAMBRIDGE

1867: Disraeli, Gladstone and Revolution
A detailed historical narrative explaining why Disraeli in 1867 passed a reform bill that seemed more extensive than the bill Gladstone failed to pass in 1866. The work is based on a wide range of archive material, including manuscript collections from both political sides.
This book is the first of a new series, Cambridge Studies in the History and Theory of Politics, which will include modern editions of important texts in the history of political theory and original works on the history of political thought, political history and the relationship between theory and practice. James Fitzjames Stephen's classic of Victorian conservatism, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, which went out of print in 1914, will be published early in 1968 in an edition edited by R. J. White. 
New views of history
SARAH DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH
By David Green
The definitive biography of one of the great ladies of English history, who played a central role in England's Augustan Age. Ancestor of Sir Winston Churchill, Sarah experienced Queen Anne's favor and disfavor, eminence and exile, in her long and eventful life. Drawing on the entire collection of Sarah's papers at Blenheim and neverbefore published letters and portraits of the period, David Green has written a distinguished book on a remarkable figure. "A full, new biography, bursting with information."-Publishers' Weekly $6.95
THE GLORIOUS REVOLUTION OF 1688 By Maurice Ashley
This is the first comprehensive study of the revolution since G. M. Trevelyan's work of 30 years ago. "A straightforward narrative of the last English revolution, based upon current scholarship and presenting current interpretations of this great achievement of English political history...Mr. Ashley is far more sympathetic to the Stuarts, to the complexities of politics, and to the limited accomplishments of the revolution than was Trevelyan. He is, therefore, the better history. .. Most highly recommended."-Library Journal $4.95
THE ESCAPE OF CHARLES II After the Battle of Worcester
By Richard Ollard
King Charles' flight from England to France in 1651 is one of the greatest escape stories in all history. Here is the first full study of this episode, "a first class account written with a nice mixture of humour, observation and narrative skill, and-most important of allbased on meticulous and objective examination of the evidence. It really adds something not only to our knowledge of this exciting historical adventure, but to our understanding of Charles II himself." Here is a highly readable, scholarly, and selective analysis of the events, persons, and philosophical concepts that have altered the character of the British Empire and influenced its governing philosophy. The changing face of both the Dependent Empire and the Empire of Settlement, the scramble for Africa, and the evolution of the imperial organization from Empire to Commonwealth are examined. 225 pages. Paper/$4.50
HARPER & ROW PUBLISHERS
New
Oxford University Press
The Elizabethan Court of Chancery By W. J. JONES, University of Alberta. This is a study of the Chancery as a court of law at a time when both its officials and procedures were subject to a process of definition. , a quadrennial survey of research in progress in the United States and Canada, the next edition of which will appear in 1968 at Southern Methodist University. The Conference has undertaken to sponsor a series of bibliographical handbooks which will be published by the Cambridge University Press.
